Badr Hari to Return to Action in May
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After a year of inactivity, Badr Hari will make his return to action in the It's Showtime ring. With
K-1 on a hiatus for the moment, and nothing planned or announced as of yet, It's Showtime has
been reeling off the show announcements, with a tentative plan for ten or more shows within
2011. In May It's Showtime will make their way to Lyon, France, where Badr Hari will make his
return to action against a to-be-decided opponent.

According to Dutch newspaper, De Telegraaf , Simon Rutz has gotten a verbal agreement for
the bout and the opponent should be decided within the next two weeks.

"Badr makes his comeback in May," Rutz commented to De Telegraaf. "Hopefully Badr will be
doing what he does best: fighting in the ring. He must show that he is among the best fighters in
the world."

The fight that fans want to see the most would be against Hesdy Gerges, who is currently
booked to fight on March 6th, taking on Daniel Ghita. At It's Showtime's christmas show at the
Sands, they also announced that he would be defending his title, most likely at the ArenA show.
With the ArenA show not happening, one can only speculate that they will try to assemble a
rematch between the two a year later.

There are a plethora of match-ups involving Badr Hari that fans would love to see, including a
rubber match against current K-1 World Grand Prix Champion, Alistair Overeem, but Overeem
might be tied up in the Strikeforce Heavyweight GP and be unable to make a fight in May. Nod
to Simon Raedts for diligently reading de Telegraaf and alerting us to the news.
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